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Modern day China provides quality education, great food, cheap living, cultural experiences, good
times, and great shopping. For those who learn Chinese in Beijing they will experience it all. Good
news for shopaholics, shopping in Beijing ranks as one of the best places within the country.

Zhongguancun - Beijing

The Zhongguancun area is known as China's Silicon Valley, because of its many universities and IT-
based companies. The area has a large variety of really big markets, selling anything you can
imagine in computers and electronics. What adds to the atmosphere, these shops are all within
walking distance from each other.

When you learn Chinese in Beijing and want to purchase electronics within the nation, it is important
to realize that prices may be more expensive than your home country. Many things in China are
cheap, electronics are not. Therefore, students on a budget are recommended to purchase all their
electronic needs before they arrive to China. If your equipment breaks down, or if you are in need of
an upgrade, then Zhongguancun is the place to go when you learn Chinese in Beijing. You will be
able to find second-hand electronics here also. One market that stands out is Zhonghai electronic
market, selling used computer stuff and notebooks, which could be convenient if you prefer low
prices rather than getting the latest model. In general, the markets in this area really have anything
you could possibly need from products to service and repair. Be cautious however, you could end
up paying for it.

Salespeople and Atmosphere

Not many salespeople of Zhongguancun speak English. This is usually a good thing however as if
you come to learn Chinese in Beijing, it is important to practice speaking Chinese with Chinese and
shopping outings which require bargaining serve as great out-of-classroom practice. If you find
yourself in need of assistance, do not be shy to ask the Global Language team as they accompany
you in pursuit

Yashow - Beijing

Another great shopping location for those who learn Chinese in Beijing is the Yashow Market
located in Sanlitun, the popular bar street in Eastern Beijing. The layout here is similar to the layout
of the Silk Market. Shoes, handbags and suitcases are sold in the basement. On floors one, two and
three there are mainly designer's clothes, and on floor three there is also a tailor with a large
selection of silk and suit cloths. This floor also holds some children's clothes and silk products.

The fourth floor has a concoction of a little of everything. Mp3/Mp4-players, watches, jeweler,
pearls, Chinese ornaments, and toys can all be found. Decent beauty salons can also be found
tucked away offering you the chance to get your eyebrows trimmed, your nails painted and your feet
massaged

Salespeople and Atmosphere

Since the market is a hotspot for tourist many of the salespeople can speak a degree of English.
Because of it being popular among the tourist it is even more important to bargain harder. When you
learn Chinese in China, expect to be taken out on these fun shopping excursions with your Global
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Language team.
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